MapReduce [1] is a software framework for distributed computing. It has been widely used in data processing and analysis. SQL-like queries are also playing important roles in data analysis. In this paper, we study different approaches to optimize SQL-like queries in MapReduce and evaluate them on benchmark dataset in a Hadoop cluster. The result shows that these optimizations including adjust join order, push down predicates and merge different MapReduce tasks can significantly speed up analytical queries.
INTRODUCTION
Data on the Internet is increasing every day, such as social network and online transaction data. Traditional RDBMS cannot handle such much data. We need a quick and convenient way to analyze huge amounts of data. MapReduce is a popular framework when processing large data. MapReduce is a core module of Hadoop, which lower the difficulty of distributed computing. The performance of MapReduce-based SQL execution is not always good. When the input query is complex, we need to translate it to multi-stage MapReduce. A MapReduce-based solution even performs worse than traditional RDBMS when the input data is small. MapReduce has to store intermediate results to HDFS [2] and bottleneck of MapReduce is often Disk I/O.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Apache Hive [3] is a data warehouse system. It can analyze large datasets using HiveQL. HiveQL execution consists of two parts: compiler and optimizer. Compiler contains parser, semantic analyser, logical plan generator and query plan generator. Hive will parse the input HiveQL [4] to syntax tree, do type-checking, type conversion, verify column names and generate internal query representation. Logical plan and MapReduce tasks would be generated and serialized to a file. Hive has integrated many optimization, such as column pruning, predicate pushdown, cost-based optimization and correlation optimizer.
MRShare [5] is a cost-based framework. It can transform a batch of queries into a new batch so that it can be executed more efficiently. They found three sharing opportunities: sharing scans, sharing map output, sharing map functions. MRShare use a simple cost model for MapReduce, based on the assumption that the execution time is dominated by I/O operations. They proposed MultiSplitJobs algorithm, which introducing even 20% saving in the execution time.
YSmart [6] is a correlation aware SQL-to-MapReduce translator. They demonstrate that one-operation-to-one-join translator is not efficient for analysis task. YSmart uses a minimal number of MapReduce jobs to execute queries. The experiment shows that YSmart can significantly reduce redundant computations and I/O operations. They proposed three types of correlation: input correlation, transit correlation and job flow correlation. If there exist a correlation between two nodes, YSmart will merge these two node to improve efficiency. They evaluate it on Amazon EC2 clusters and select four TPC-H [7] queries. It shows that YSmart outperforms Hive in all cases.
Stubby [8] is a transformation-based optimizer for MapReduce workflows. They define five transformations: intra-job vertical packing transformation, inter-job vertical packing transformation, horizontal packing transformation, partition function transformation and configuration transformation. They enumerate all of the valid transformation and use Starfish's What-if Engine [9] to estimate the cost of each execution plan. They evaluate it in 51 Amazon EC2 nodes using various datasets, including Information Retrieval, Social Network Analysis, Log Analysis, etc. Stubby outperforms Starfish, YSmart and MRShare.
MAPREDUCE CODE GENARATION AND OPTIMIZATION
There are three steps in MapReduce-based SQL execution.
Step 1 is parsing SQL. We use ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) to parse the query string and generate a syntax tree. We support a subset of SQL-92, including order by, group by, where and arithmetic expression etc. After that, we analyze the syntax tree and verify the schema and table name.
Step 2, we convert syntax tree to DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) and optimize it. Step3, java code file is generated from DAG. In common scenario, we want to minimize the execution time using limited computing resources, so a cost model can be introduced to SQL execution. For example, running time of MapReduce job is determined by size of input file, resources of cluster, configuration of MapReduce job, etc. Hardware resources of cluster can affect I/O and CPU efficiency. I/O efficiency includes local disk read/write speed, HDFS read/write speed and network transfer speed. I/O is the common bottleneck. We can pre-set parameters based on experience, such as I/O speed of local disk is 80MB/s, network speed is 125MB/s, etc.
Predicate pushdown is an optimization method commonly used in SQL execution. The basic idea is to handle predicates as early as possible. Predicate pushdown can make the size of the input and output smaller. For example, a SQL statement must first join two tables, and then filter operations, if some of the filtering operations only rely on one of the tables, we can perform filtering before the join. Filtering operations can be performed in the map phase or the reduce phase. If you want to filter the original data file, then it should be implemented in the map phase. For example, there are three tables Score, Student, Grade, which store each student's course score, personal information and grade, Student and Score are one-to-many relationships. Student and Grade are one-to-one relationships. We need to check the current grade of the third grade students, SQL statement is as follows: Select Student.name, Score.score from Score, Student, Grade where Score.student_id = Student.student_id and Grade.student_id = Student.student_id and Grade.grade = 3; Predicate "Grade.grade = 3" can be executed firstly, then join two tables. If there are complex nested queries, the predicate should be pushed down into subqueries. Multiple joins are common in SQL statements, and multi-way join can be decomposed to multiple 2-way joins. MapReduce must write the results to disk after the program is executed. We can reduce the size of the intermediate results by adjusting the join order and improve the efficiency.
For the above SQL statement, we can first join the Score table and the Student table,  and then join the result to the Grade table. Or join the Grade table and the Student table  first , and then join the result and the Score table. Figure 2 shows the execution plan before and after adjusting join order. The former will produce unrelated students' scores, which is useless intermediate results, while the latter will not. Therefore, the latter query is more efficient. Likewise, we can see that the total amount of I/O before and after adjustment is 28.04G and 9.04G. When executing SQL under MapReduce, a SQL statement usually needs to be broken down into multiple MapReduce jobs. We can combine different MapReduce jobs into one job, and add a tag before each line of output file. If different MapReduce tasks share the same input file, then the disk read can be reduced. This optimization is not always effective because you need to add a column of data to the output file, which introduces additional I / O.
EVALUATION
We build a Hadoop cluster which contains 4 nodes, and each node have 4 GB memory. After that, we generate 10G TPC-H data using TPC-H tools. We use TPC-H Q10 to evaluate the performance of our system. TPC-H is a data set commonly used in data analysis. The main purpose of TPC-H is evaluating the ability of data analysis and processing.
Adjust Join Order
When executing TPC-H Q10, we need to join 4 tables. Figure 3 shows five different and equivalent query plans. According to the execution time of different query plan, we know that the join order can slightly affect the efficiency. The size of intermediate data is different when we choose different join order, and it affect the I/O of MapReduce. Since the LINEITEM table is large among the input data, the last execution plan places the LINEITEM table at the last step to prevent the table from being copied a number of times, thus achieving highest efficiency. Figure 4 . The execution time before and after predicate pushdown. Figure 4 shows two equivalent query plans and they do filtering operation in different phrases. The second query plan pushes the predicate before the join phrase. Predicate pushdown improves efficiency greatly. Since it is only necessary to return data which is in three months, a large number of data in the table are trimmed in first step. Figure 5 . The execution time before and after merging join operator. Figure 5 shows the query plan before and after merging different jobs. The original query plan starts 5 MapReduce jobs. The second query plan merges job 1 and job 2 so that the number of jobs is reduced from 5 to 4. This optimization slightly reduces the execution time, and the efficiency of the operation is not greatly improved, since the two MapReduce tasks do not share the same input file. If two different MapReduce share the same input file, merging them can reduce the size of the disk read.
Pushdown Predicates

Merge MapReduce Jobs
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe some commonly used optimizations when executing SQL on MapReduce. We compare the I/O size when apply these optimization, which is a very import factor of execution time. Through analysis and experimental comparison in TPC-H dataset, we found: 1) changing join order can change the size of intermediate file so that the efficiency is also affected. 2) Predicate pushdown can greatly affect the execution time since they can reduce the I/O size. 3) Merging different MapReduce jobs can't obviously reduce execution time unless the jobs share the same input or output file. These optimization techniques can improve the efficiency more or less, and when the optimization should be applied is also a worthy of further research.
